Current research on distributed knowledge processes suggests a critical conflict between knowledge processes in groups and the technologies built to support them. The conflict centers on observations that authentic and efficient knowledge creation and sharing is deeply embedded in an interpersonal face to face context, but that technologies to support distributed knowledge processes rely on the assumption that knowledge can be made mobile outside these specific contexts. This conflict is of growing national importance as work patterns change from same site to separate site collaboration, and millions of government and industrial dollars are invested in establishing academic-industry alliances and building infrastructures to support distributed collaboration and knowledge.
INTRODUCTION
We are rapidly moving toward a world in which knowledge is constructed collaboratively at a distance by multidisciplinary teams, supported with an electronic communications and information infrastructure. The exponential growth of knowledge [38] has made it nearly impossible for any organization to exist in isolation. Thus, the networked organization, or alliance, is an increasingly common structural form within and between science, government, business, and non-profit organizations [17, 32] .
An alliance is a collection of organizations that have entered into collaborative relationships usually involving multiple channels of communication and knowledge diffusion across disciplinary or organizational boundaries.
The proliferation of alliances has been stimulated, in part, by emerging electronic technologies that support collaboration, ranging from email and intranets to desktop videoconferencing and collaborative data mining and visualization. In fact, across business and government organizations, tremendous resources and significant financial investment have been devoted toward these efforts.
Alliance organizations depend on effective virtual collaboration. However, empirical research exploring collaborative knowledge processes and the function of electronic infrastructures in distributed work groups reveals an important contradiction. This contradiction emerges, on the one hand, from observations that authentic knowledge processes are somehow embedded within specific practices and interpersonal exchanges [30,7,31 & 37] . On the other hand, successful use of electronic infrastructures to support knowledge processes among distributed teams depends on knowledge being made mobile, that is, transferable across people located in different places. Thus it may be very difficult to transfer authentic embedded knowledge beyond the specific setting and set of people in which the context for that knowledge is consensually understood. This is the contradiction we intend to investigate in our research: that is, the nature of knowledge processes in groups and the goals of electronic infrastructures to support distributed knowledge processes may be in direct conflict with one another. The resolution of this conflict may even be so basic as to involve rethinking our understanding of knowledge processes.
Thus, we are presented with a situation where government and industry are investing millions of dollars to develop infrastructures to support knowledgebased alliances that are based upon conflicting principles. We believe it is critical to understand this conflict and sort out when and how various knowledge processes can be distributed. What better context to learn about electronically supported distributed knowledge processes than in the multi-million dollar national experiment, Partnerships for Advanced Computational Infrastructure (PACI), funded by the National Science Foundation? This national initiative to prototype the infrastructure for the 21 st century is based on an alliance model and has available the most sophisticated forms of communication technologies.
We, as a distributed (at four sites across the US) and interdisciplinary team ourselves, are studying the construction and sharing of knowledge among multidisciplinary team members in one of the two PACI funded partnerships, the National Computational Science Alliance (the Alliance). The Alliance consists of over sixty educational, government and industry partner organizations, with the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) as the leading edge site. The six teams we are studying are known as the Application Technologies (AT) teams. Each team is involved in creating computational tools to support particular sectors of research important to academia and industry, and include members at multiple sites within the US. The teams represent innovative and leaading edge collaborations across disciplines, often across disciplines that have little history of working together. For example, the Environmental Hydrology team brings together researchers in atmospheric sciences, hydraulic research, computer science, systems ecology, environmental engineering, meteorology, space and science engineering, geography and computational fluid dynamics to examine large environmental trends in water management.
Our investigation of these teams and their knowledge processes is multidisciplinary, multi-level, and multi-method. We bring together in our research team investigators from social science, computer science, history, business, psychology, philosophy, and information science to explore the knowledge processes that are involved in virtual collaborative work. We are interested in how electronic technologies are used to support this knowledge production and sharing and how they can be used in other alliances. This following section describes the theoretical underpinnings of our work and relevant previous research findings.
THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL UNDERPINNINGS
Our research is based upon a number of research streams that together suggest a widespread tension between mobile and embedded knowledge. For our purposes, knowledge can be considered "mobile" when it can be codified in a linguistic (written or oral) way and easily transferred or translated from one person or group to another. Knowledge is "embedded" in a social system when it is bound up with a set of communications, practices, and tools that make linguistic codifications difficult. The research literature in organization studies, education, sociology of scientific knowledge and computer-mediated communication illustrate the tension between rich knowledge that is embedded in interpersonal contexts, and the need to make knowledge mobile when it must be shared electronically among distributed team members [1, 8] . Our research focuses on how working scientists resolve this tension and the impact it has on their multidisciplinary collaboration and relationships with their home disciplines.
Some organizational research presents knowledgebased views of organizations suggesting that embedded knowledge is a key source of competitive advantage for organizations since such knowledge is hard to replicate and thus hard for competitors to imitate [27] . Organizations are thus encouraged to protect their proprietary knowledge by enhancing its embeddedness. On the other hand, the same research literature suggests that knowledge sharing (i.e. mobile knowledge) through interorganizational alliances plays an important role in the development of innovations because alliances permit a pooling of financial and intellectual resources that distributes the costs of large scale and expensive knowledge constructing projects [17] . Thus alliances require that certain degrees of knowledge be mobile in order for the alliance to be effective.
The issue of whether embedded or mobile knowledge better enhances knowledge construction also emerges in the educational research literature. The situated learning approach [31, 47] , for instance, suggests that deep immersion in a setting facilitates learning, thereby implying that effective learning exploits embedded knowledge. In contrast, the value of asynchronous learning networks, a fundamental concern of the emerging field of computer-supported collaborative learning, is based upon the premise that embedded knowledge can be made mobile and sharable over various communications infrastructures [9, 28, 19] .
As in the education literature, several perspectives on the sociology of scientific knowledge argue that the construction and sharing of scientific knowledge is largely dependent upon embedded interpersonal communications and collaborations [18, 21, 30, 35 & 36] . More and more scientific problems --for example, the Human Genome Initiative or studies of global climate change --are very large-scale, resulting in scientific communities that are spatially distributed and often multidisciplinary in nature [6] . Thus in the process of trying to facilitate the collaboration necessary for multidisciplinary work, scientists often must transform knowledge that is embedded within highly specific domains into mobile knowledge that can cross several domains. There are indications that this effort to make embedded knowledge mobile and shared across multidisciplinary scientific teams results in a complex series of trade-offs between communication efficiency and preserving context. In particular, a 'pidgin' language [14, 10] or a 'boundary object' [42, 3] often must be constructed that is not scientifically precise but which gets the job done [11] .
Similarly, the social network literature shows that closed groups only have access to information circulation among their members [4, 34] --the knowledge is embedded, but not open to new influences. By contrast, groups whose members mingle with others can be exposed to new information --information we argue may lead to new knowledge when embedded structures are amplified or embellished with information mobilized from other groups and brought into the focal group [15, 16 & 20] .
The concern for making embedded knowledge mobile in an electronic infrastructure is not new to the study of computer-mediated communication (CMC). One of the primary concerns in this field is how to strike a balance between supporting work-oriented exchanges in an electronic infrastructure, versus socially-oriented exchanges which are essential to build trust and accomplish role formation, both of which are necessary for effective group processes [13, 33, 43 & 44] . In other words, our interpretation is that much of the CMC literature is concerned with how to create an electronic infrastructure that supports mobilizing embedded knowledge generally.
FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE TENSION BETWEEN EMBEDDED AND MOBILE KNOWLEDGE
Conflicting results in the various research literatures described above undoubtedly have to do with the various contexts in which virtual knowledge processes are examined. While many factors affect the process of knowledge building within an alliance, we have identified, from the above literatures, three primary factors that interact, acting both as independent and dependent variables, to influence knowledge construction processes. These three factors, which will provide a focus for our investigation, are: characteristics of the knowledge in a domain or multidisciplinary area; the communications infrastructure; and the existing group context.
The characteristics of knowledge include paradigmatic consensus, disciplinary span, boundedness and modification capacity. Each domain has its own 'ecology of knowledge' [7] that is recoverable through ethnographic analysis (in particular, participant observation at conferences and meetings and structured interviews), and content and bibliometric analyses of publications.
The communications infrastructure includes the communication media such as documents, electronic mail, teleconferences, videoconferences, teleimmersion, telephone, fax, letters, casual and scheduled face-toface meetings, conferences, publications, Web sites, shared databases, events and transfer and exchange of group members. These media vary along several dimensions such as synchronous versus asynchronous, and permissive versus prescriptive [12] . Email can be an important form of scientific communication [5, 23] . Aspects of the communications use can be captured through ethnographic observation, transaction log analysis, structured interviews and questionnaires.
The group context includes the social structure when group members first meet, prior outcomes, publication frequencies and co-authorships, use of and attitudes toward technology, characteristics of the home institutions of group members, group demographics such as the disciplinary training of members, the position of members in their fields, and types and purposes of group interactions. Structured interviews, questionnaires and archival data can reveal characteristics of the group context.
As expressed in Figure 1 , the impact of each of these variables on the others is realized as various aspects of embedded knowledge become mobile, and vice versa. Previous research has examined the group context and communications infrastructure together with other characteristics such as productivity or satisfaction. Our approach contributes to the collective understanding of knowledge processes by extending the factors under consideration to include the technological infrastructure that supports the mobilization of knowledge, and the interaction this has with group context and knowledge characteristics.
CONCEPTUALIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE
The resolution of the tension between embedded and mobile knowledge in multidisciplinary alliances may require us to think differently about knowledge. It is clear that in the analysis of knowledge mobility we cannot rely on a unitary theory of knowledge as a commodity that can be packaged in one place with a given context, transferred unchanged to a second site, and then readily inserted into this new context. Rather than considering a reified conception of "knowledge" and asking how it comes to be distributed, we expand our conceptualization of knowledge to include a continuum from information to knowledge, and from mobile to embedded.
Our view of knowledge to see it not as a final artifact, a set of understandings to be "disseminated" or transmitted to others, but as a set of conclusions generated out of, and continually adapted by, the social processes in which it is formulated, interpreted, and shared. We see these not as distinct stages, but as aspects of the knowledge process itself in any sort of group.
Thus, we go beyond the easy information/knowledge dichotomy to explore the varying ways in which so-called "information" (which some might consider non-interpretive beliefs) is in fact continuous with "knowledge" (a highly interpreted and often tested set of beliefs) (See Figure 2) .
Even the information and knowledge ends of this continuum are not completely distinct. The most apparently straightforward processes of information transfer can also involve very complex elements of interpretation, reading context, and adding inferences that go beyond the "information" itself. Conversely, even the richest and most critically reflective process of knowledge sharing involves elements of "imitation," that take certain things for granted without examination. One consequence of this is that in collaborative environments participants always have partly overlapping and partly distinct understandings of any matter under joint consideration. 
MODELS OF KNOWLEDGE PROCESSES
Our question about the mobility of knowledge in alliances, then, focuses around what it is that is made mobile. What is codified in one discipline may not be accessible (mobile) to those in other fields because of the intellectual content and the amount of background needed to understand it. In order to create knowledge, rather than to transfer knowledge (as in the usual paradigm), what needs to be mobilized may not be the full knowledge of a discipline, but may be only a small part of the information necessary or sufficient to allow the creation process.
We suggest that such partial knowledge may be represented as a metaphor, and, indeed, metaphors have been identified as one modality through which scientific ideas get transmitted [29, 2] . We use the idea of metaphor here rather broadly. A metaphor need not be precisely mapped from one discipline to another in order to be useful in that second discipline. For example, linguistic metaphors have been extremely powerful in suggesting lines of research in unravelling the 'genetic code', even though they may not have been rigorously applied [24, 25 & 26] . Or again, as [22] and [48] show, Gregory Bateson drew heavily on metaphors derived from physics in developing the concept of 'feedback' which became central to the area of family therapy. As suggested in Figure 2 , we do not know how important metaphorical understandings or adoptions are for knowledge processes or how common they are relative to other types of knowledge.
Studies of knowledge transmission typically do not take into account this loose coupling of disciplines permitted by the exchange of metaphors. In our study, we will endeavor to locate such transmission through detailed content analysis of scientific papers , web sites, and personal interviews.
Sometimes metaphorical knowledge or information can be detrimental. For instance, Reddy [39] discusses the extension of the Shannon-Weaver (1948) information theory paradigm [46] to natural language communication. This extension suggests that language functions as a conduit, transferring thoughts bodily from speaker to listener.
Reddy details various implications of the conduit metaphor, such as the assumption that thoughts and feelings can be ejected into an "idea space," become reified there, and later find their way into another mind. That linear account of communication does not account well for the active interpretation and reconstruction of meaning seen in many contexts of knowledge work.
Reddy questions the conduit metaphor: "I am suggesting, then, that… the conduit metaphor is leading us down a technological and social blind alley." (p. 310), proposing as one alternative, the toolmakers paradigm. The toolmakers paradigm itself is drawn from a metaphor in which one person creates a useful tool and attempts to communicate it to others. This communication is necessarily incomplete because the first person can never provide a total account of the relevant situational context for his or her tool. As a result, each additional person must reconstruct an image of the tool. Whether a conduit or toolmaker's metaphor is adopted has significant implications. For example, the conduit metaphor implies that successful communication with least effort is a desideratum, whereas the toolmakers paradigm implies that communication will always go astray unless real effort is expended to reach common understanding.
To understand various types of knowledge in an alliance, we view knowledge as highly contextualized, with the circumstances and conditions controlling how knowledge claims are adjudicated as further factors to be weighed as part of knowledge processes. Previous accounts of knowledge distribution and transfer begin with a thin conception of knowledge and the role of context in affecting the ways in which what stands as "knowledge" is understood and accepted as such. In our view, the contexts and practices in which knowledge claims are negotiated must themselves be part of the process under study.
These processes may be especially important in multidisciplinary teams of the type that we are studying. Hence, we have tried to go beyond unidirectional and simple models of knowledge distribution and transfer, to consider the rich and socially situated conditions of knowledge. We find this approach especially relevant to this study, because in exploring the ways in which alliances and other forms of collaboration use new technologies, we are also encountering, not new conceptions of knowledge (since many of these particular points have been made before by others), but new situated understandings of how knowledge happens. 
KNOWLEDGE IN ALLIANCES
Our overall project focuses on the role of a multidisciplinary alliance in the knowledge processes described above. Alliances often are unique in that they bring together participants from different disciplinary backgrounds, and the participants are often spatially distributed. Given these conditions, our research addresses how an alliance organization that is imposed on participants helps or hinders knowledge processes. How does an alliance provide structure that may generate metaphorical thought? How does it provide a meeting ground or loci for scientific exchanges? How does one project serve as a metaphor or jumping off point for another?
Our discussion of metaphor bears resemblance to Star & Grisemer's (1989) concept of boundary objects [42] , which are nomenclatures that make knowledge mobile, e.g., defining the names and contents of fields in a database. In multidisciplinary groups, we may see creation and use of boundary objects but what will be of interest to us is how group members came to the definition of the boundary object.
Indeed, we are concerned as much with the variation in interpretation of such boundary objects or metaphors as with the similarities in how they are interpreted.
A schematic of proposed knowledge processes in multidisciplinary alliances is presented in Figure 3 . We recognize at this point that the three configurations presented there do not represent all forms of knowledge exchange, but they represent three major configurations that we are using as a starting point for examining knowledge processes. In these representations, we go beyond previous work on knowledge by integrating into our conceptualization the role of electronic communication infrastructures and of group contexts in knowledge processes.
Each part of Figure 3 contains two teams of people each with different disciplines, group contexts or history. Lines of communication, computer-mediated or otherwise, between members of the two teams are illustrated. Our models hold that various knowledge processes are dependent upon these group contexts and communication patterns.
Imitative adoption: Figure 3a depicts how imitation or non-interpreted adoption can occur from one team to another based on minimal communication. Members of both teams identify the same term though without much complex comprehensive or thought to what it actually means, or how it might be related to a body of knowledge. This is similar to the conduit metaphor described above.
Supporting shared embedded knowledge: Figure  3b , on the other hand, suggests that for two teams that have very different contexts and history to come to common understanding of interpreted knowledge, there Figure 3c depicts the sharing of representations of knowledge embedded in either team (or, again, between members of a multidisciplinary team). Representations make it possible for teams with different social, organizational and disciplinary contexts, and teams whose members are from significantly different disciplines to effect knowledge discovery by a synergistic pooling of their knowledge resources. It is by this type of exchange that we believe new knowledge is created in such alliances. This is similar to the toolmakers paradigm described above.
Overall, in the alliance organization, we expect to find the sharing of metaphorical representations of embedded knowledge as shown in Figure 3c to be the most common form. That is not to say that such knowledge processes that share metaphors across disciplines are not productive or authentic. The ability to skim a mobile metaphor off the top of a scientific literature may in fact spark more creativity within another discipline. In this manner, a multidisciplinary team member may actually contribute more new knowledge to his or her own discipline than to the multidisciplinary team. The contribution to the team is the individually or jointly constructed metaphor that is shared but put to different uses in different disciplines. This conceptualization of metaphorical knowledge sharing combines elements of embedded and mobile knowledge and may resolve some of the tension between the two.
These knowledge processes and various ways of sharing ideas across disciplines and across teams in an alliance may not be conscious. We expect to see various instantiations of the concept of "collaboration" with, in some cases, the adoption of an idea being unconscious and immediate, as if it were a self-evident truth. This is most likely for the metaphors that seem to have immediate meaning to all participants, albeit not always the identical meaning. In other cases we expect to see that the process is conscious, involving an unpacking of the idea to its parts, a deconstruction and reconstruction, a conscious attempt to interpret and evaluate the logic and applicability of the idea or theory. Where group members co-orient to a common intuitive metaphor, we may see immediate similarity in goals. Where such co-orientation takes a longer de-and re-constructive route we may see more discussion, less consensus, more negotiation and/or disagreement and argument.
Moreover, if the alliance as an organizational form matters, as opposed to these processes emerging naturally on their own, we would expect to see intense diffusion of ideas and the adoption and application of metaphors across teams both within the Alliance and back to the home disciplines of team members. We might also expect to see exchanges of information that are not immediately useful but that may expose individuals to new ways of thinking [15] . In addition, we would expect that alliances provide for bridging structural holes in knowledge structures [4] , even if the players do not perceive a hole until a solution appears that bridges across disciplines. In the context of knowledge, metaphors are likely candidates for filling such holes.
SUMMARY
Our conceptualizations of knowledge are being tested on the collaborations among members of several scientific, distributed, multidisciplinary teams.
Our multi-method approach involves detailed interviewing and ethnography of team members and content analysis of their documents to observe knowledge processes at the micro level. At a more abstract or structural level, we will look use social network analysis to understand the group context for the knowledge processes. In addition, bibliometric analysis on traditional publications as well as Web based publications and additional information and communication server log analysis will provide a macro level view of the Alliance, the AT teams and their external partners.
Currently we are still in the first half-year of this three-year project.
Our initial inquiry has been focussed on identifying our population of study as the exact nature of the AT teams involved is constantly evolving. Therefore we have conducted initial interviews with at least one member of each of the six AT teams. In addition we have constructed a large database of variables that help us to understand the relative degree of interdisciplinarity of the various teams. Moreover, as our research team has become distributed, rather than being located just on the UIUC campus, we have had to spend a bit of time testing and implementing videoconferencing equipment that facilitates our weekly meetings. As our project team grows, we find ourselves confronted with the same questions we ask of our research subjects about whether we can make mobile sophisticated methodological understandings that are embedded in our own various domains of inquiry.
In this very early stage of the investigation we are unpacking the concepts presented in Figure 1 which describes how group context, knowledge domain and communication infrastructure work together to influence knowledge production. The two-way nature of the relationships between these factors are emerging from our interviews with AT team members. Our original understanding of the communications infrastructure was how it was conceived to facilitate interactions and collaboration. However, the role of the technological infrastructure as a focus of the collaboration itself is emerging as a force that shapes the nature of the group. Similarly, we have considered technologies as they enable knowledge discovery. But we are finding suggestions that the technologies also constrain the knowledge processes with computational models that contain implicit (or explicit) representations of the knowledge. Finally, we see various forms of collaboration or group context that are dependent on the nature of the disciplines, the types of problems the groups are solving, the state of knowledge in the field and the types of boundaries that have to be crossed in sharing knowledge and ideas. Relevant to Figure 3 , we call into question the ideal notion of collaboration, and the normative force it holds. The type of group context may vary with respect to characteristics of who holds the knowledge. For instance it may be that in basic interaction, individuals own the knowledge and in collaboration groups hold the knowledge, while in a fully distributed team, no one person or group actually holds the knowledge. In this last situation, there is even a greater need to work together.
We believe that in a scientific age that seeks to solve highly integrative problems -such as that faced in Environmental Hydrology -and computational problems that necessarily involve collaboration between computer science and other knowledge domains, it is vital to understand how these teams work. We hope that the results of our work will help suggest where alliances may best be formed in the future, and to prepare future multidisciplinary teams for the the types of collaboration and knowledge sharing processes they might expect.
